INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

An extensive corpus of fundamental medical knowledge has been gained through decades of the scientific examination of tissues stained with the basic hematoxylin and eosin stains. Countless studies have identified precise diagnostic entities based on fine visual and logical distinctions evident from alterations of cellular morphology.\[[@ref1]\] Even more precise diagnostic entities are being discovered based on genomic and proteomic signatures of the diseases and their subclasses. Because of that, it becomes increasingly important to utilize methods of diagnostic molecular pathology to provide precise diagnosis as well at the genomic/proteomic level, which can lead to improved treatment and therefore better clinical outcomes. However, there are several challenges associated with genomic/proteomic studies.

[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} depicts a typical pathology diagnostic workflow involving extensive iterative processes. A diagnostic process usually starts with some preliminary hypothesis (step 1) after receiving initial information and gathering initial evidence. If further morphological observations and clinical findings (step 2) reject that hypothesis (step 3), a new hypothesis is generated (step 4). However, if the evidence supports the hypothesis (step 3), the pathologist may or may not immediately report it as a diagnosis. Instead, he or she might be interested in knowing if the diagnosis can be refined to reveal possible *disease subclasses* and/or additional important genomic and proteomic characteristics (step 5). If so, a refined hypothesis is generated (step 7). New evidence is then collected (step 8) and analyzed to see if the refined hypothesis can be accepted (step 3). Steps 3,5,7,8 can be repeated in a loop several times until after all possible refinement attempts, which can provide precise evidence for treatment, are exhausted. This diagnostic loop is a technique that pathologists use to gradually drill down to the most precise diagnosis. The technique can be especially important in solving difficult cases and/or to tailor treatment to individual patient genomic makeup in a personalized medicine setting. Among the most important types of evidence being collected during the diagnosis refinement step are the results of application of antibody-linked stains, a.k.a. immunohistochemistry (IHC). IHC tests have permitted the highly specific identification of a diverse variety of cellular proteins that play an essential role in the molecular pathology of a wide range of diseases. These diagnostic tools have also allowed the emergence of new fields of morphoproteomics and morphogenomics,\[[@ref2]\] which have great potential to provide more specific and accurate diagnoses and, consequently, a more reliable estimation of prognosis. As a consequence of this transformative technology, great demands have been imposed upon the integrative intellectual skills of even the most experienced and well-trained surgical pathologists. The mental retention and recall of the large number of facts generated during diagnosis refinement in the interpretation of specific protein patterns in biopsies from even a single organ system can be problematic. For example, just for one family of diseases, lymphomas, which can have more than 60 variations,\[[@ref3]\] there could be more than 80 different antigens,\[[@ref4][@ref5]\] that may need to be analyzed before an interpretation of the underlying biological processes of a given case can be obtained.\[[@ref6]\] Currently, the cluster designation system includes more than 400 antigens\[[@ref7]\] and the number of proteins functioning as biomarkers keeps increasing with continuous developments in molecular biology.\[[@ref8]--[@ref10]\] Since pathologists can consider more than just two states of protein expression (e.g., weakly expressed, strongly expressed, etc.), the number of all possible combinations of antigen expression creates a combinatorial explosion that a practicing pathologist can face during the diagnostic process.

![A typical pathology diagnostic workflow](JPI-3-1-g001){#F1}

Typically, IHC is performed using panels of antibodies ranging from five to a dozen or more as judged appropriate for the tissue and tumor being examined. The composition of a panel is selected to both confirm and rule out diseases for further diagnostic consideration. The exact content of antibody test panels and the sequence in which tests are performed can sometimes vary significantly from pathologist to pathologist (interpathologist variability). Moreover, the same pathologist may order different tests for very similar cases on different days (intrapathologist variability). Such variability results in high inconsistency rates in pathology disease diagnosis.\[[@ref11]\] It is very easy for a pathologist to overlook the inclusion of a certain antigen into the panel and miss an opportunity to obtain a crucial clue about the disease in question. On the other hand, a pathologist might include unnecessary tests in the panels with discriminatory power that may not be required. Therefore, it appears to be inefficient to design panels of fixed size to examine predetermined disease groups rather than to permit a dynamic selection of the antibodies required to evaluate a more realistic set of diseases with which the pathologist may be confronted.

Given the central diagnostic importance of IHC and predicted rapid increase in its utilization, it is timely to question whether there may be more effective and efficient schema for the implementation of IHC than those that have been developed empirically over decades. It is becoming increasingly important for modern healthcare to deliver cost-effective service in general and reduce cost of pathology and laboratory medicine in particular.\[[@ref12]\] Hence, a method that can save both in pathologists' time and cost of reagents can find widespread application in the Digital Pathology era,\[[@ref13][@ref14]\] when pathology diagnosis is more and more reliant on the assistance of information technology and computational tools.\[[@ref15]\]

Previously, there have been attempts with certain degree of success to develop computerized methods to assist pathologists in their decision-making. Early studies include Pathfinder expert system created by Heckerman, *et al*.\[[@ref16]\] While this method helps to organize the diagnostic process using etiological and morphological features, it is not suitable for the new challenges and complexity posed by increasing usage of IHC in the pathology workflow. A number of other works had used probabilistic methods to improve decision-making in pathology.\[[@ref17][@ref18]\] More recent studies, using a noncomputational approach, on solving problems due to the complexity of IHC tests include works by Taylor.\[[@ref4][@ref5]\]

We have identified a few distinct features of the diagnostic workflow \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\] discussed earlier that, in our view, make it hard to directly apply most of the abovementioned traditional methods or human heuristic approaches. First of all, due to its iterative nature, the disease diagnosis refinement process \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\] cannot be simply viewed as a classification problem mainly because there is not a clearly defined final classification goal for such type of process. A pathologist keeps diagnosis refinement (into disease class, subclass, grade, therapeutic target, etc.) as long as he or she can obtain new information. Second of all, in such a diagnostic workflow, there is not a fixed feature space. In this paper, we use feature, fact, factor, and test interchangeably. Instead, the process is based on a dynamic set of facts at hand. Depending on the diagnostic path, the process may require a different set of tests to be conducted. Thirdly, pathologists often use different tests to reveal the same biological mechanisms (e.g., proliferation of B-cells can be identified by a test for CD20 *or* CD23 antigen). Therefore, the IHC panel design philosophy is a complex mental process aimed at constructing a comprehensive but limited set of IHC tests that can generate valuable information at each diagnostic refinement step.

The pathology community needs a robust computational tool that can propose a preliminary diagnostic path and dynamically suggest a set of IHC tests to be performed. To answer this need, we have developed a novel method that helps to streamline IHC studies by dynamically suggesting an efficient set of IHC tests at each step of the pathology workflow. Our approach, while not entirely new computationally, is a novel application of information entropies and Bayesian probabilities in IHC that can significantly improve speed of IHC diagnostic workflow and reduce intra- and interpathologist variability. Our tool also helps to visualize possible diagnostic paths, which brings a great deal of clarity into the diagnostic process.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#sec1-2}
=====================

Data Set {#sec2-1}
--------

The data in our work are represented by a matrix of antigen expression profiles (MAEP) across multiple diseases. In general, this type of matrix can be constructed from existing medical literature for specific diseases. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a small subset of the matrix used in this study.

![Excerpt from a matrix of antigen expression scores across multiple diseases](JPI-3-1-g002){#F2}

Rows and columns of matrix A represent correspondingly disease immunotypic profiles across multiple antigens and antigen expression profiles across multiple diseases. Each row starts with the name of a disease followed, after a vertical bar, by that disease\'s incidence rate. Disease incidence rates for each malignancy were obtained from the Cancer Statistics Review data provided by the Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) website, maintained by the National Cancer Institute.\[[@ref19]\] We have to mention here that to tune ATOS to geographically local disease incidents rates, the data from regional cancer registries can be used. An element A~*i,j*~ of the matrix gives information about expression of the antigen *j* in disease *i* and probability of getting such expression value. In the tests reported here, the antigen expression scores and their probabilities were derived using primarily studies by Higgins *et al*.\[[@ref6]\] and the WHO disease classification,\[[@ref3]\] for several families of non-Hodgkin and Hodgkin lymphoma. For simplicity and clarity purposes, we consider only two discrete levels for antigens expression in this paper: expressed ("+") and not expressed ("-"). We use *antigen* interchangeable with diagnostic factor or just simply factor; and antigen test with the antibody test.

Antigen Tree Induction Algorithm {#sec2-2}
--------------------------------

Our method extends Shannon\'s information entropies\[[@ref20]\] and Bayesian probabilities to iteratively build an efficient antigen selection tree (EAS-Tree) using a matrix of antigen expression profiles (*Data Set* section). EAS-Tree can then be used by pathologists to streamline the antibody testing process. The main difference between a traditional decision tree (DT) approach,\[[@ref21]\] and our EAS-Tree is that a DT is usually used to confirm a single path of antigen expressions while an EAS-Tree is to cover a comprehensive set of diseases and then rule out irrelevant ones. Moreover, a DT utilizing the entropy minimization concept likely will result in a skewed and deep tree. Such a tree likely will require a large number of antibody tests to provide conclusive recommendations to the pathologists. Unlike the DT approach, the EAS-Tree seeks a balanced tree structure, which suggests to pathologists a small number of antibody tests using an entropy maximization approach. We believe that our method strives to closely mimic the reasoning process of pathologists. To explain the ideas behind this, let us use the following MAEP corresponding to differential diagnosis of which the listed five diseases have equal possibilities for diagnosis (i.e. equal incidence rates).

Antigen A is expressed in only Disease 1 \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\]. Intuitively, a pathologist would want to test for an expression of Antigen A, because if the test comes out positive the diagnostic process would quickly end (with Disease 1 as diagnosis in his/her mind). However, if we assume that no other factors can cause an expression of Antigen A, the probability of getting positive expression of Antigen A is 1/5, while the probability of getting negative expression results is 4/5. It means that, no matter what the test outcome of Antigen A will be, it will suggest the following: (1) 20% of chances to confirm Disease 1 ("+" expression) or (2) 80% of chances to rule out only Disease 1 leaving four diseases ("-" expressions) to be checked. From the same example if we chose another antigen, Antigen B , which is expressed in two out of five diseases, the test for that antigen in the most likely case would rule out two diseases. As mentioned previously, an efficient diagnostic process should start with a comprehensive list with diseases and quickly rule out as many irrelevant ones as possible. For this reason, the choice of testing Antigen B is over Antigen A. We select an antigen *Ag*~*j*~ with maximal entropy,\[[@ref20]\] which can be computed by the following formula:

![](JPI-3-1-g003.jpg)

where *P*~*Agj*~*(l)* is a fraction of diseases in MAEP for which antigen *Ag~j~* has lth expression level.

###### 

An example MAEP: "+" expressed, "-" not expressed

![](JPI-3-1-g004)

The tree induction algorithm builds an EAS-Tree by splitting the current MAEP into partitions, one for every level of expression of a certain antigen. The antigen is then represented by a node with child nodes for each expression level. At each step of the tree induction, the algorithm picks an antigen that splits diseases in current MAEP^*l*^~*j*~ as evenly as possible. To represent the matrix of antigen expression profiles, we use *MAEP* with super/subscripts to identify parts of the matrix that were generated during a split by the antigen tree induction step. For example, MAEP^*l*^~*j*~ is a submatrix that is resulted from splitting the matrix by *j*th antigen *Ag*~*j*~ and consisting of diseases in which *Ag*~*j*~ has expression value *l*.

[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} lists the pseudo code for the selection of antigen and the procedure of node splitting for EAS-Tree building.

![Pseudo code of ATOS\'s EntropySplit() procedure](JPI-3-1-g005){#F3}

Every call of this procedure finds an antigen in MAEP with the maximum entropy\[[@ref20]\] \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, line 2\], splits current *MAEP* using that antigen \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, line 4\] and create new child nodes in EAS-Tree \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, line 5\]. The antigen with maximum entropy splits current *MAEP* into *l* partitions, one per expression level of the splitting antigen (*l*=2 in this paper). For every resulting MAEP partition, the *EntropySplit()* procedure calls itself recursively \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, lines 6 and 7\] and the process repeats. The algorithm stops when there are no available antigens or there is only one disease profile left in the database \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, line 1\].

Since antigen expression information for some diseases might not be available, *MAEP* may have missing values. In our implementation of ATOS we do not impute missing expression values. After splitting *MAEP* into partitions, diseases for which expression value of the splitting antigen is not available are grouped together in *MAEP*^*m*^~*jmax*~ \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, line 4\] and passed to the next recursive calls of *EntropySplit()* \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, lines 6 and 7\].

In [Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"} the initial *MAEP*, with 17 diseases, is used to explain the logic of the tree induction process in a recursive way.

![(a-c) An example of splitting of MAEP](JPI-3-1-g006){#F4}

During the first call, the algorithm selects antigen *Ag*~3~ as having the largest entropy value of:

![](JPI-3-1-g007.jpg)

Indeed, the expression values of *Ag~3~* almost evenly splits *MAEP* into two partitions *MAEP*^+^~*3*~ and *MAEP*^-^~*3*~, one having diseases with "+" expression values of *Ag~3~* and the other one with "-" expression values. This is illustrated by the leftmost column in [Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"} where disease rows are grouped by expression values to form partitions. *Ag~3~* becomes the root of the antigen tree \[[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\]. For each resulting partition, the tree induction algorithm recursively calls itself by passing *MAEP*^+^~*3*~ and *MAEP*^-^~*3*~. At next level of this recursion, the selected antigens are *Ag~11~* and *Ag~7~* for partitions *MAEP*^+^~*3*~ and *MAEP*^-^~*3*~ respectively \[[Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. *Ag~11~* and *Ag~7~* are added to the tree as child nodes for *Ag~3~* \[[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\]. At this step there are four new partitions *MAEP*^+^~*11*~ and *MAEP*^-^~*11*~ [Figure 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *MAEP*^+^~*7*~ and *MAEP*^-^~*7*~ \[[Figure 4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. For each of these partitions, the induction procedure calls itself recursively again and then adds new antigen nodes *Ag~4~ Ag~4~* and *Ag~2~* to their parent node *Ag~11~* and new nodes *Ag~10~* and *Ag~5~* to *Ag~7~* \[[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\].

![An efficient antigen selection tree (EAS-Tree) based on MAEP from [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}](JPI-3-1-g008){#F5}

When the algorithm looks for an antigen that best splits a current partition, it chooses from all antigens with the exception of those that appear in the path to the root antigen node. For example, when the algorithm processes partitions generated by *Ag~4~*, it can choose any available antigen except *Ag~4~*, *Ag~11~*, or *Ag~3~*, since any of these antigens will have zero entropy for partitions *MAEP*^+^~*4*~ and *MAEP*^-^~*4*~ \[[Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. However, some antigens may appear in different branches of the antigen tree \[see double circled nodes on [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\].

To reflect a more realistic picture, instead of simply counting occurrences of expression levels over diseases for each antigen in *MAEP*, there are other important parameters to be considered for entropy calculations. During disease diagnosis pathologists usually take into account disease incidence rates. The rationale behind this is that some diseases are prevalent while others are not. A specific antigen expression level is less likely to manifest the presence of a disease with a lower incidence rate than a disease with a high incidence rate. To address this fact we modify entropy computation and include disease incidence statistics in the following way. First of all, the "raw" disease incidence rates, as discussed in the *Data Set* section, have to be normalized. Since the differential diagnosis assumes that the pathology case in question should be diagnosed only with a disease from *MAEP*, we need to make sure that the incidence rates will sum to unity, i.e. ![](JPI-3-1-g009.jpg), where *P~in~(D~i~)* is a normalized incidence rate for disease *D~i~*. We compute *P~in~(D~i~)* using the following formula: ![](JPI-3-1-g010.jpg). Now the normalized incidence rates can be used as probabilities to compute joint probability *P^\*^(l~Agj~, D~i~)* for a certain expression value *l* for *j*th antigen and *i*th disease:

*P^\*^(l~Agj~, D~i~)*= *P (l~Agj~\| D~i~) P~in~(D~i~)*

By summing up all joint probabilities *P^\*^(l~Agj~, D~i~)* for each level and then normalizing the sums, we obtain marginal probabilities for each expression level *l* of *j*th antigen and use them to compute information entropies with the formula

![](JPI-3-1-g011.jpg)

where the probability takes into account disease incidence rates and the probabilities for antigen expression levels of certain diseases as listed in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

Using an EAST to guide immunohistochemical studies.

After an EAS-Tree is built, a pathologist can interactively use it as a guidance to conduct actual antibody tests. A pathologist-in-the-loop interface provides a graphical interface for pathologists to select antibody tests and an indicator about the effectiveness of the selection. The outcomes of these tests will then be fed back to the system. If a test for a certain antigen has already been completed, this test will be excluded for future testing. Since ideally each test under any outcome should rule out as many disease diagnoses as possible, the whole testing process should result in an efficient testing workflow. In other words, the testing process using this method, on average, should result in faster turnaround.

Another way, which resembles the traditional approach\[[@ref6]\] is to aggregate nodes of EAS-Tree into test panels. One of the ways of doing that is to aggregate adjacent levels and construct and antigen *panel* tree \[[Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}\]. If the number of distinct expression levels *l* is constant for all antigens in the database (as in our example), the number of antigens in a panel for a given number of aggregated antigen tree levels *K* equals to ![](JPI-3-1-g012.jpg). In the general case, the number of the antigens in panels might be different for each node in the antigen panel tree depending on values of *l*. It has to be noted that while this method does not fully eliminate the redundancy of the expert-based IHC classification schemas,\[[@ref6]\] it can result in substantial decrease in the number of unnecessary tests and significantly reduce inter- and intrapathologist variability by making the antibody test selection process uniform.

![An example of antigen panel tree. The numbers in square brackets identify antigens. The numbers with signs in parentheses indicate outcomes of the testing for corresponding antigens](JPI-3-1-g013){#F6}

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#sec1-3}
======================

Method Evaluation {#sec2-3}
-----------------

A typical model of the conventional, recommended IHC classification schema for lymphoid tumors was constructed in accordance with text and tables presented in an expert review article\[[@ref6]\] as well as WHO guidelines.\[[@ref3]\] This model employs two to three distinct panels performed in series as determined in conjunction with morphologic features within the tumor. To compare our method with this model, a *MAEP* for hematopoietic tumors was compiled from the same sources (see the Methods section). This comprises 20 lymphoma/leukemia cases and 37 antibodies, which represent a relatively broad range of neoplasms and a sizable selection of antibodies. Our fist assessment of the quality of the resulting EAS-Tree is to validate nodes from the first few levels with recommendations from the published literature or guidelines. In [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, the three antigen nodes from the first two levels of the tree are CD20, CD79a, and BCL-6 antigens, which are B-cell markers and suggested to be analyzed first by guidelines in.\[[@ref6]\] This tree would be valuable for the pathologists to determine if the case is B-cell or T-cell-based lymphoma/leukemia. Since the tree is balanced, the method finds the shortest path to the smallest subset of disease diagnosis candidates. In the worst-case scenario, a pathologist would need to test eight antibodies out of total 37, and in the best test scenario only six.

![ATOS user interface for diagnostic tree building using an automatic entropy-based probabilistic algorithm.](JPI-3-1-g014){#F7}

Comparison of the Conventional Model (WHO, Experts Guidelines) and Entropy-based ATOS {#sec2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No diagnostic discrepancies were identified using either the conventional model or our method; however, in general, our method\'s pathways were distinctly shorter for the majority of disease diagnoses. On average, our method requires slightly less than half of the positive markers and less than a third of the negative markers to reach a definitive diagnosis. This brevity is inherent in the algorithm, which is designed to produce the *shallowest* diagnostic tree. The method stops when the diagnostic branch contains only a single entity. However, if desired, the algorithm could be readily extended to identify any specified number of additional positive or negative confirmatory antigen tests. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows a comparison of number of antibody (AB) tests required to reach a diagnostic conclusion using our method (ATOS) and conventional (Conv.) methods.\[[@ref3][@ref6]\] A two-sample T-test, conducted with the assumption of unequal variances, was significant for the difference between the mean number of tests in conventional and ATOS panels. For positive, negative, and total tests the P-values were correspondingly 2.619e-04, 1.214e-10, and 3.394e-11.

###### 

Comparison of immunotypic findings for 14 representative lymphomas/leukemias between human expert model (Conv.) and the entropy-based computer algorithm (ATOS) ("+": positive, "-": negative outcomes)

![](JPI-3-1-g015)

Comparison of Manual Antibody Selection Using ATOS GUI and Entropy-based ATOS {#sec2-5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the next series of experiments we have developed a simulator program that uses the *MAEP* and ATOS GUI and allows a pathologist to build antigen selection tree manually. The goal was to capture the way each pathologist approaches the task of reducing the number of suspected diagnoses at every step. The program includes a graphical user interface.

Interface (GUI) makes the process user friendly and helps to retain the logical order of the diagnostic process rather than rely on memory. This interface is shown in [Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}. Moreover, the program provides linkages for the antigen descriptions and their genomic/proteomic functions derived from well-known online knowledge bases such as UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot\[[@ref22]\] and Gene Wiki.\[[@ref23]\]

![ATOS GUI in the simulator program during manual antibody test selection](JPI-3-1-g016){#F8}

Five experienced pathologists participated in the experiments, each with overall experience in practicing anatomic pathology ranging from 7 to 30 years. They were asked to build an antigen selection tree manually. The requirements for an experiment session were to select an antibody test for a given set of remaining (suspected) diseases at each step. The pathologists were not told to use any specific selection criteria; they had to use their own methods. Similar to our entropy-based algorithm, once an antibody test has been used, it could not be used again down in the corresponding decision branch. However, it could be used in a different branch of the tree.

To perform comparative analysis of the outcomes of manual test selection using the simulator program with experts,\[[@ref6]\] WHO\[[@ref3]\] IHC guidelines, and our entropy-based probabilistic algorithm, we plot a bar chart in [Figure 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} that shows the number of tests required to diagnose each disease (for manual test selection averages across pathologists are shown). Just by using the ATOS-GUI (the simulator program) and the knowledge base of genomic/proteomic functions, the pathologists could significantly improve the antibody test selection process in terms of reducing the overall number of IHC tests required to reach a diagnostic conclusion. On average, the simulator program helps to reduce the number of tests up to twofold, compared to the expert IHC classification schema and WHO guidelines. Furthermore, by using our entropy-based probabilistic algorithm, we obtain an additional 35-40% decrease in the number of antibody tests.

![Comparison of conventional antibody test selection (WHO, Higgins), manual test selection using ATOS GUI in the simulator program and the automatic entropy-based probabilistic algorithm (ATOS method)](JPI-3-1-g017){#F9}

Interpathologist Variability {#sec2-6}
----------------------------

To measure an interpathology variability, we calculated an average difference between numbers of antibody tests required to diagnose the same disease by different pathologists participated in our research. We then constructed histograms that show the frequency for each such difference \[[Figure 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}\]. For example, from the top panel of [Figure 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} we can see that there were three diseases for which pathologists used the same number of tests, five diseases when the number of tests differed on average by one, one disease when the number of tests differed by 3, six diseases when the number of tests differed by four tests, and so on. The bars appearing on the left side of the histogram correspond to lower variability, while the bars on the right side to the higher variability. We repeated the experiment and plotted another histogram, which is shown in the bottom panel of [Figure 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}. It can be seen from the chart that the difference in the number of tests in some cases can reach 10 tests.

![Interpathologist variability (two experiments)](JPI-3-1-g018){#F10}

The overall level of interpathologist variability is significant, showing that the current antibody selection process is not well standardized. Even though the pathologists were aware of the general guidelines for using IHC for malignancies of lymphoid tissue WHO,\[[@ref3]\] each of them used his or her own heuristics to assemble the diagnostic tree. The use of such tacit knowledge by pathologists during decision-making has been previously discussed in the literature.\[[@ref24][@ref25]\] Due to consistent tree building by our algorithm based on MAEP obtained from the literature, variability using our method is zero in all runs to emphasize the benefit of utilizing our entropy-based probabilistic algorithm in light of maintaining low interpathologist variability.

Intrapathologist Variability {#sec2-7}
----------------------------

Contrary to our expectation that intrapathologist variability would be smaller than interpathologist variability, interestingly we did not observe that. The overall level of intrapathologist variability had not been found significantly different from interpathologist variability, based on the analysis of the corresponding histograms \[Figures [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}\]. Studies on other types of cancers have reported similar findings.\[[@ref11]\] After further analyses of the EAS-Trees, we concluded that the differences in diagnostic paths generated by the same pathologist can be attributed to the fact that some antigens carry similar functions. The pathologist could have picked a different antigen in place of the one that was no longer available.

![Intrapathologist variability](JPI-3-1-g019){#F11}

Experimental Clinical Study {#sec2-8}
---------------------------

To preliminary assess clinical utility of ATOS, we have conducted a small retrospective study. A total of 20 cases of hematopoietic tumors have been selected. The diagnoses of these cases were performed in the past by five different pathologists that used traditional methods to choose IHC tests. The cases were then processed again by three expert hematopathologists in the context of this study. They analyzed hematoxylin and eosin (H and E) slides and came up with differential diagnoses, which then were fed into ATOS. For each case, the number of tests suggested by ATOS that lead to original diagnosis was noted. We then set to answer the following two questions: (1) Is the number of ATOS tests that lead to original diagnosis statistically lower than the number of tests in traditional antibody panels? (2) Can ATOS panel be used by a pathologist to arrive to the proper diagnosis?

To answer the first question we have conducted statistical tests using SAS and R tools. Since each case was diagnosed again by three pathologists we had four-sample data setup: one traditional and three ATOS. Statistically the question was to compare means of three ATOS samples with the traditional one. Null hypothesis Bartlett\'s, Flinger-Killeen\'s, and Levene\'s tests showed that the data fail to satisfy homoscedasticity requirement with corresponding *P*-values 6.474e-07, 4.133e-04, and 2.000e-04. The normality assumption violation was demonstrated by Shapiro-Wilk, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Cramer-von Mises, and Anderson-Darling tests (*P* values: 0.0001, \<0.0100, \<0.0050, \<0.0050). We have therefore decided to use nonparametric tests. A Kruskal-Wallis test was significant (*P* value 6.678e-06), which showed overall high level of difference in mean number of tests across all samples. Pairwise differences between each ATOS sample and traditional one were measured by Behrens\--Fisher and Steel tests. The results were significant with *P*-values for the Behrens-Fisher test for all pairs being less than 5.84e-06 and for the Steel test being less than 3.08e-04. We have, therefore, come to the conclusion that ATOS suggests a statistically significantly lower number of tests than the number of tests in traditional IHC panels in real clinical cases.

To answer the second question the ATOS panels of several cases from the study were manually analyzed. This instance of an ATOS algorithm is based on immunohistochemical data derived from a limited literature review\[[@ref6][@ref3]\] and appears to accurately derive the proper diagnosis. Given the clinical setting and H and E findings, the analysis demonstrated the use of redundant or noncontributory stains during original processing of the cases by conventional panels. Several cases illustrated the type of diagnostic situations in which the ATOS might be of value in the evaluation of lymphomas. For instance, it would (1) exclude examination for widely positive antigens; (2) eliminate the implementation of multiple B-cell antibodies simultaneously; (3) avoid the use of stains which are listed as +/- for multiple tumors in the differential; (4) avoid the use of antibodies to evaluate large cell lymphomas when no large cells are present; (5) exclude the application of epithelial-associated antibodies for tumors with a purely lymphoid appearance. Of course, these would be presented as guidelines, not absolute rules for all cases.

The conducted experiments have shown that the pathology diagnostic process can greatly benefit from our new improved methodology for streamlining antibody test selection in IHC studies. One of the most important advantages of our computerized approach is that it is more quantitative than qualitative. For instance, substitution of antibody tests may lead to significantly different results, because of the subtle differences in expression patterns of corresponding antigens. For example, different B-cell surface expressed proteins can produce slightly different staining in the same disease. A pathologist may not recall and account for that at the time of diagnosis, which can, therefore, complicate the diagnostic process and increase turnaround time. Another problem is related to the fact that many antibodies have been poorly clinically validated\[[@ref26]\] and are often selected based on the sensitivity only. Due to the low specificity some of the tests do not have sufficient discriminative power and may lead to highly variable results. These issues are accurately handled in our algorithm by the antigen expression probabilities across diseases, which rather quantitative task that may not be easily managed by a human. The same applies to the disease incidence rates. It is not a simple task to account accurately for disease incidence rates during diagnosis. Our method provides a solution to these problems, while being flexible enough to allow a pathologist to have full control of the decision process through pathologist-in-the-loop interface.

Our method is very flexible in the sense that it just eliminates diseases that do not support revealed facts. The overall goal of the method is not to suggest a single diagnosis, but to streamline pathology decision-making. For example, in a traditional rule-based expert system, the inference process produces "useful" results only when information about all "key" antecedent terms is entered into the system. If the antecedent part of a rule is only partially satisfied, the rule may not fire and it is hard to extract any benefit from the system in this case. Our method, on the other hand, finds the shortest diagnostic paths using only available facts. It "optimizes" the process by finding the "most efficient" factors at each step (the ones that will lead to ruling out larger number of possible diagnoses). The more such facts are available, the more diseases can be ruled out and the leaf nodes of a corresponding EAS-Tree will have fewer possible diagnostic solutions. A pathologist is free to remove from or add diseases/antigens into consideration and the algorithm will dynamically rebuild the EAS-Tree. This gives the pathologist control over the decision process. Moreover, being involved in an interactive decision-making provides the pathologist with better understanding of why one or another disease should be ruled out or ruled in and with what confidence level. ATOS is not one-answer fit system with predefined rules and answers. Based on the differential diagnosis provided by a pathologist, it builds diagnostic trees that reflect the individual practice patterns of that pathologist. Furthermore, the Bayesian probabilistic model used in our method naturally incorporates disease incidence rates as prior probabilities. ATOS can be easily adjusted to account for specific rates of disease occurrences across different demographical and geographical categories.

We share the view that personalized medicine involves the integration of diagnostics and therapeutics into what became known as theranostics.\[[@ref27]\] As such, a more granular subclassification of diseases based on an increasingly complex proteomic knowledge would be expected to contribute significantly to this process. Granted, our current state of practice of personalized medicine in pathology largely seems to be dependent upon the identification of the expression or activation of proteins that may be unique to an individual\'s particular cellular pathways rather than representative of a population. Therefore, our algorithm could not be expected to provide much assistance. However, as diagnostics evolves to include pathway-based molecular biological evidence,\[[@ref28]\] new patterns of protein expression may need to be evaluated in which computational support in the manner of this algorithm may be useful.

CONCLUSION {#sec1-4}
==========

We have developed ATOS - a novel informatics tool to help pathologists streamline antibody selection process. Using the ATOS-GUI alone, pathologists can significantly speed up antibody selection process. Moreover, our entropy maximization probabilistic algorithm brings up to 40% of an additional decrease in the number of antibody tests required to reach a diagnostic conclusion. Furthermore, it significantly reduces inter- and intrapathologist variability, which makes the process more consistent and predictable. A comparative analysis of our method with the World Health Organization classification guidelines and conventional approaches showed that the proposed tool brings approximately threefold reduction in number of antibody tests required to reach a diagnostic conclusion. Therefore, ATOS has great potential to streamline antibody test selection and significantly decrease associated costs.
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